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The South China Sea issue and Philippine President-elect
Rodrigo Duterte
Philippines vs China in South China Sea: Tough talking could box China in
How will the next Philippine president navigate the turbulent waters of the South China Sea?
South China Sea: Beijing is winning, but here's how to retake the initiative
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Evaluating the recommendations of the inquiry into Australia’s
advocacy for …
•
 — Australia will never be a 'part of Asia' without the death
penalty. It is very Asian. How utterly Eurocentric to work for …
The implications of the PNG Supreme Court ruling on offshore
detention
•
 — "Following high level secret meetings between the two
governments". Can you provide some more detail on …
Dealing with the North Korean nuclear threat
•
 — Clearly the author accepts the logic of the West that the
"big boys" can be trusted and advocates DPRK should …
Movie Trailer: Snowden
•
 — Wow. How dismissive this review is of a great artist like
Oliver Stone who chalked up Platoon, Born On The Fourth …
LOWY INTERPRETER
2 Comments 1
• •
Pepot •
Whatever Mr. Duterte is planning about negotiating with China is bound to fail. China will not budge unless the U.N. will issue a verdict making
China the culprit, intruder and region grabber.
• •
jg5821 •
Multilateral approach involving all claimants and the major regional powers with a stake in the dispute would serve very well the interests of all
parties--except perhaps Communist China. This multilateral approach is a very good idea because it at least indicates a change in approach,
which, combined with a more amicable and conciliatory tone, might bode well for the outcome of an adequate compromise.
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